
Lead alternatives for sea fishing  

 

Delta Bombers  BD Store. Nicely finished weights for fishing from the beach. Due to the good 

shape, these weights can be thrown very far. They are made of steel. Available in 120, 140 and 

160 grams.  

 

 

Woutje Beton. These weights are made of concrete with an iron core. Different types of weights, 

available with and without anchors. In addition to good weights for beach fishing, there are also 

perfectly suitable weights for boat fishing. Available in weights from 60 to 300 grams. 

 
 

Weights of Yuki. This brand has various, well-coated and finished iron sea weights in the package. 

The so-called Yuki Longtails, and the weights with normal fixing eye. Available in different 

weights, with various brightly coloured and "glow in the dark" coatings. 

 

https://www.bdstore.com/blogs/nieuws/delta-bombers-werpgewicht-loodvrij/
https://www.woutvanleeuwen.nl/
https://www.yukicompetition.com/


 

Rubig Steelangler Distance Ground. Nicely finished steel weights to throw far and the flat shape 

keeps it better anchored to the bottom. Available in weights of 40t/m 140 gram.

 
 

Rubig Steelangler Distance Six. Nicely finished steel weights to throw me far. Available in weights 

from 40 to 140 grams.  

 

Eco Wrak- en brandingsgewicht van Het Hengelsportparadijs. Heavy weights, made of cast iron. 

Super suitable for fishing for wrecks. Due to the coating, the weights do not rust quickly. 

 
 

Non Toxic sinker van WFT. These WFT Non Toxic Sinkers are more than an alternative to 

conventional lead, because the luminous coating makes it even an attractor that attracts the fish 

from a greater distance. The WFT Non Toxic Sinkers are available in 250, 500, 750 and 1000 

https://www.vislokvoer.nl/
https://www.havfiskeshop.nl/wft-non-toxic-sinker.html


grams and equipped with a large XXL-Snap pin for easy assembly. 

 
 

UFO Sinker Distance. Pear-shaped weights made of a composite of concrete and iron. Available in 

many colors and weights, both inline and with swivel.

 
 

 

Het Juiste Vislood. The right anchor weight has been specially developed for strong currents. 

Because of its organic shape, it sucks on the (sea) bottom and cannot roll or spin. Available in 

weights from 60 to 150 grams. 

 
 

Modified Materials. Modified Materials makes different shapes of throwing weights, from a 

composite material without lead. Both in pyramid shape, standard throwing weight with or 

without folding anchor. They also have a weight of cast iron. Available in many different shapes 

and weights. 

http://ufosinker.com/
https://www.hetjuistevislood.nl/epages/83485046.sf/nl_NL/?ObjectPath=Categories
https://www.loodvrijvissen.nl/


 


